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Ronald Noble, FBI, Mossad & all employees of ICC,
Mossad Intelligence Service in Israel
receives this letter by email.
Over the past few weeks, I did everything possible to warn civilians in Rotterdam & Alphen aan den Rijn
for the danger of terrorism in their city, now suspects/perpatrators of my ICC-case are the new majors in
those cities.
I failed in every aspects:
● Dutch persons don't want to read my lawcase against Balkenende & co with ICC
●

They don't know what ICC stands for, although I tried to explain it a 100.000 times

●

People don't believe that an indiviudal can start an ICC-case against Balkenende & co.

●

People do accept that the Dutch supreme court works like a terrorist, but don't want to know
'what to do to stop it'.

●

NL Police-officers don't know what ICC stands for; when I give them evidence they don't know
what to do with it.

●

When I refer to my sites and official letters / emails of Presidents who recognize my ICC-case
against NL, they don't understand what this implies.

●

Moslims are more aware of my websites than NL-ers are.

●

AIVD does not investigate on local war-lords working for municipals. People don't understand
what the consequences are. Don't want to know that AIVD causes terrorism.
AIVD does not remove war-lords from their political job in parliament or government.
Ned.Coördinator against Terrorism = 100% liar

●

Politicians who do know whats going on with my ICC-case try to find covers for their criminal
behavior.
Example: PVDA-statesecretary Koenders, suddenly asks Joop van den Ende entertainment to
invest in propaganda for Aid to Developing Courtries.
Do you see the link? I pressed charges against him in september 2008 for slavery & making of
terrorism in NL with ICC - I am stil waiting for his respons letter - , suddenly he wants NL's
biggest entertainment-person to invest in a show for him and his work.

●

I do have a good impact in Afghanistan
= I educate local residents before they sign contracts with NL-politicians, so they don't lose their
right to start a lawcase against NL with ICJ or tribunal.
Pakistan-universities received my emails; those people are intelligent enough to work with my
file too.

●

NL-media still refuses to publish truth, although TROUW publishes small remarks I make with on
their articles when the contents refer to my ICC-case.

What do Intelligence services need to do?
●

Educate the NL-Police on the position of the Int. Criminal Court in NL.
Ask them: 'Why don't you know that there is an ICC-case against NL; the file is on the
website'.

●

Ask the Police: 'What are you going to do to stop terrorism, now the evidence that
AIVD, NCTb are corrupt is published on the web?'
Ask them:'How are you going to protect mainport Rotterdam & Airports against
terrorism, when NL-politicians & public servants may stay in their powerful position,
despite the fact that they are charged with ICC for 'crimes against humanity'?

We are running out of time overhere.
I feel it!
And you know by now what happens 'when I feel things'.
Do you know that I warned Paul mcCartney weeks before he was threatend for his Israel concert
with:'No concerts in dark places'.
Result:
He spends 1.5 million pound on security-measures because he refused 'to rescue Me from my ICC-case in
time. Refused to learn to communicate with the angry world - terrorists - before his concert took off.
He pays people for security, but we all know that war-victums can't appreciate this system.
They demand honesty & solid systems to protect themselves with = something like business, food,
shelter, fair deals with EU & UN.
Gods & Goddesses have given Paul time to undo this mistake = they made sure nobody was attacked in
Israel. But he's hateful attitude towards war-victums who are too poor & too lawless is still a danger.
People, Me and Aid-workers for NoLandmines are still at risk because Paul mcCartney humiliates & insults
Me with my ICC-case. He doesn't work with Me, he misuses my work.
'Terrorists' try to trust my NLF-building in NL to be benifcial for them too'.
We all know that they are not going to wait for ever.... A war-victum = a war-victum.
Paul doesn't understand this message, or he doesn't care. I think he's in shock due to my anger for his
stupidity in his relationship with Me = he can't put my Love-talk to him on the same line as his attitude
that causes terrorism. Spoilt rotten celebrities cause much terrorism, when they don't want to level with
war-victims in Equilty & Equality. I shall send this letter to Paul by mail too.
WELL...the Netherlands is 100% open for terrorism.
The Int.Criminal Court does not respond to my letters, not even now FBI, Interpol & Mossad
are informed about lawless Holland.
How are you going to protect your trade-world against NL?

Have a good inspiring day in the Galaxy...
And I need your official respons on my file, to put the mind of terrorists at ease...

Desiree Stokkel.

